LEFT TURN LANE PAVEMENT MARKINGS

4" WHITE, ITEM 685.11 OR 640.20

16" WHITE, ITEM 686.0100001111 OR 685.11 OR 640.20

ITEM 686.0400001111 OR 685.14 OR 640.23

TAPER LENGTH PER M.U.T.C.D.

SEE MEDIAN STRIPING DETAIL

2-4" YELLOW, ITEM 685.12 OR 640.21

BAY TAPER LENGTH
50' STANDARD

EXCEPTIONS TO BE
DETERMINED BY MCDOT

STORAGE LENGTH
BASED ON VOLUME

4" WHITE, ITEM 685.11 OR 640.20

CURB LINE

10' 30'

100' (TYP.)
(UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED)

15' MIN.

6'

685.XX - EPOXY
640.XX - PAINT
686.XX - PREFORMED THERMOPLASTIC
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